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ABSTRACT In recent years, the ever-increasing demand for networking resources and energy, fueled by the
unprecedented upsurge in Internet traffic, has been a cause for concern for many service providers. Content
caching, which serves user requests locally, is deemed to be an enabling technology in addressing the chal-
lenges offered by the phenomenal growth in Internet traffic. Conventionally, content caching is considered
as a viable solution to alleviate the backhaul pressure. However, recently, many studies have reported energy
cost reductions contributed by content caching in cache-equipped networks. The hypothesis is that caching
shortens content delivery distance and eventually achieves significant reduction in transmission energy
consumption. This has motivated us to conduct this study and in this article, a comprehensive survey of the
state-of-the-art green caching techniques is provided. This review paper extensively discusses contributions
of the existing studies on green caching. In addition, the study explores different cache-equipped network
types, solution methods, and application scenarios. We categorically present that the optimal selection of the
caching nodes, smart resource management, popular content selection, and renewable energy integration
can substantially improve energy efficiency of the cache-equipped systems. In addition, based on the
comprehensive analysis, we also highlight some potential research ideas relevant to green content caching.
INDEX TERMS Caching, energy, Internet traffic, IoT, video streaming.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the advancements in smart hand-held devices,
IoT applications, on-demand streaming services, andwireless
data transfer [1]–[3] have resulted in a phenomenal growth
in network traffic demand. By 2030, the number of com-
munication devices, served by diverse network paradigms,
is expected to reach 100 billion, and the mobile data traf-
fic will be 10,000 times higher compared to the traffic in
2010 [4].
The future Internet is envisioned as a networked society
with ubiquitous connectivity and information dissemination
opportunities [3], [5]. In this aspect, the major role of wireless
networks has evolved from pair-wise telephony conversations
towards content distributions [6], [7]. This paradigm shift
in communication technology is expected to support diverse
applications, including online video streaming, smart homes,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yougan Chen .
connected vehicles, smart cities, and machine to machine
(M2M) communications [8]–[10]. These applications require
high data rates, improved quality of experience (QoE), low
latency, longer battery lifespan, robust security protections,
and optimal bandwidth utilization [2], [11]. To fulfill these
demands, operators are constantly deploying networking
resources, where capital expenditure is increasing dramati-
cally [8], [12].
The explosively growing Internet traffic is also increasing
energy requirements at a staggering rate [3], [4]. Every single
content object of the Internet traffic requires efficient process-
ing, transmission, and dissemination resulting in excessive
energy consumption. Energy cost makes up about 30% of
the operational costs of a communication network [4]. This
upsurge in energy consumption also leads to excessive carbon
footprint and drastic environmental consequences [13], [14].
Furthermore, the carbon emission rate is recognized as a key
performance indicator for the company’s brand image [15].
Another prime concern is limited battery lifetime and the
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increased radiations of mobile devices. Per annum more
than 25 thousand of batteries are disposed [7]. These batteries
disposal not only increase costs, but also impact human health
and ecological balances [4].
Consequently, energy-efficient network design and the
smart management of networking resources are regarded as
the key attributes of next generation communication net-
works [16]–[18]. The inclusion of green strategies in com-
munication networks has attained considerable interest from
both industry and academia [4], [19]. The stakeholders
have already targeted to reduce the energy consumption by
90% in 5G networks [20]. A number of research initia-
tives, such as EARTH, GreenTouch, Green Radio, TREND,
and OPERA-NET have been introduced to design energy-
efficient solutions for communication networks [19], [21].
However, in spite of the remarkable success of these projects,
energy-aware communication system design is still a prime
research field in the telecommunication industry.
The major portion of the proliferating Internet traffic is
mainly comprised of two key data sources [22], [23]. The
first source is on-demand video (VoD) streaming and content
sharing services (e.g., Netflix, youtube). In global Internet
traffic, the contribution of video streaming is anticipated to
be more than 80% by 2021 [24]. The streaming of high
resolution 4k and 8k videos requires very high data rates and
low latency [25]. Therefore, in near future, the exponentially
growing popularity of video traffic will cause further increase
in the data volume.
The second source is the IoT data generated from thou-
sands of sensors, actuators, and applications in IoT net-
works [26], [27]. It is expected that more than 75 billion IoT
devices will be connected to the Internet within 6 years [28].
These devices will also escalate the volume of the network
traffic.
According to recent studies [11], [24], [29], a very small
portion of the content objects makes up the major portion
of overall Internet traffic. In addition, a common feature of
both the aforementioned data types is that users repeatedly
requests for them [22], [26], [30]. However, these data are
not suitable for broadcasting as requests are generated in an
asynchronous manner [11]. Hence, broadcasting can cause
significant delay to earlier requests and degrade user expe-
rience. On the other hand, a conventional host based network
serves the subscribers from the remote servers of the content
providers. As a result, the network causes duplicate content
transmission and creates backhaul bottlenecks [31].
To combat these technical limitations, caching popular
content at the network nodes is envisioned as a prospective
countermeasure [2], [25]. In caching, frequently requested
data items are stored in an intermediate network node
between primary content server and user device [6], [32].
These popular items are cached before the arrival of
content requests and utilized to serve the users during
peak-hours. Caching mainly replaces additional bandwidth
requirements by cheaper data storage units [25]. Therefore,
cache-equipped networks reduce content delivery distance
and avoid duplicate transmissions [33]. As a result, not only
user-perceived latency is decreased, but also the backhaul
bottleneck is alleviated. In addition, caching improves both
spectrum efficiency and network throughput [34].
Caching nodes are frequently updated because of the
changing popularity of cached content objects [35], [36].
Therefore, content replacement techniques require accurate
identification of less popular items to accommodate the popu-
lar files. In addition to content popularity, an efficient caching
strategy considers content size, delivery path, and transmis-
sion time [22], [37], [38].
Although caching has been introduced to achieve faster
content delivery [39], it has shown remarkable potential in
reducing energy demand [40], [41]. This is because short-
ening content delivery distance reduces both content trans-
mission energy and network resource utilization. However,
the operational procedure of caching units requires additional
energy. Hence, the design of innovative caching techniques,
which not only reduces energy consumptions but also main-
tains expected QoE, is of widespread interest. Such innova-
tive techniques are categorized as green caching strategies.
These strategies investigate the energy aspects of caching
and improve energy efficiency of the networking systems.
The fundamental consideration of green caching networks
is to minimize the difference between utilized and offered
caching resources. To address this, a number of studies [2],
[11], [42]–[44] have investigated and proposed diverse opti-
mal caching resource allocation, network management, and
renewable energy utilization techniques for latency-critical
and bandwidth-greedy applications.
Energy-aware cache node selection and optimal network
planning substantially improve energy savings [2], [42].
In this process, the nodes serve maximum number of user
requests by deploying minimum number of caching units in
the network. According to the existing studies [43], [44], the
smart selection of content delivery paths and the activation
of caching nodes based on network traffic demand exhibit
considerable improvement in energy efficiency. Furthermore,
the utilization of renewable energy to power up caching nodes
reduces not only the dependence on grid energy but also
carbon emission [14]. In addition, the joint utilization of these
techniques exhibits significant potential in limiting peak-to-
average disparity of the energy load and improving network
load adaptation [45]. However, the exploitation of the green
approaches in cache-equipped networks may impact network
throughput and transmission delay [29], [46]. The inclusion
of the additional services at the caching nodes also causes
additional energy consumption [47]. Therefore, some stud-
ies [48]–[50] have investigated the trade-off analysis of the
caching schemes based on energy consumption and network
performance.
As reported in the existing literature [45], [51], [52], a num-
ber of green caching strategies have significantly improved
both network performance and energy efficiency. How-
ever, the above mentioned challenges need to be addressed
in future initiatives. Motivated by these considerations,
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FIGURE 1. The detailed taxonomy of the survey on green caching strategies.
we provide a detailed survey of the state-of-the-art caching
strategies, which have been exploited to investigate the
energy aspects of caching. The major contributions of this
study are as follows:
• In this article, a comprehensive review of the exist-
ing survey papers on existing caching strategies is pro-
vided. The key focus of this study is to analyze the
energy-related concerns of caching systems. Therefore,
we highlight the existing strategies on green caching and
identify the research gaps for further study.
• This article also identifies the distinctive role of indi-
vidual aspects of caching techniques towards energy
savings. These aspects, include cache node placement,
content selection, and caching strategies.
• We summarize the existing green caching strategies
into three categories, which are energy-aware resource
allocation, green resource management, and renew-
able energy utilization. In this article, the major
contributions, solution methods, different networking
paradigms, and limitations of existing articles, related to
the above mentioned categories, are identified.
• The study also provides a comprehensive summary of
the utilized performance metrics and diverse applica-
tions of the green caching techniques.
• Finally, this article categorically explains different
future opportunities and related technical challenges.
The remaining sections of this survey paper are orga-
nized as follows. Section II reviews existing survey articles
and identifies the research gap. In Section III, we investi-
gate the major issues involving proposed caching strategies.
Section IV to Section VI analyze existing studies and classify
them into energy-aware network planning, green resource
management, and utilization of renewable energy, respec-
tively. In addition, section VII discusses different perfor-
mance metrics, which have been considered in the literature.
Section VIII highlights different use cases and applications of
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caching systems. In Section IX, we discuss the future research
directions and challenges. Section X concludes the article.
For the convenience of the readers, the detailed taxonomy of
the article is drawn in Fig. 1.
II. RELATED SURVEY PAPERS
A. SURVEY ARTICLES ON GREEN COMMUNICATIONS
Energy-efficient network panning, deployment, and opera-
tion have become recent concerns for the telecommunication
industry [7], [19]. In the literature, a number of survey papers
have reviewed green solutions for communication networks.
In [53], the advancements and importance of energy-aware
technologies for core network operation were explicitly dis-
cussed. Energy-efficient initiatives for edge computing sys-
tems and relevant research challenges were outlined in [54].
Buzzi et al. [8] identified the key aspects of energy-aware net-
work design. In addition, the study also analyzed the impor-
tance of holistic approach, confronting randomness in 5G net-
works, and innovative energy models involving caching and
computing. For 5G networks, the conventional approaches of
energy cost reduction and the modern concepts of renewable
energy utilization were studied in [12].
In [17], a 5G multi-tier architecture was designed for
energy-efficient network operation. To address the energy
related concerns, the study also analyzed cell zooming, device
to device communication, massive multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) techniques, and hardware solutions. Perfor-
mance metrics related to energy-efficient 5G systems were
summarized in [4]. In addition, a novel spectrum sharing
technique was introduced for the enhancement of battery
lifetime.
Energy-efficient system design initiates trade-off con-
siderations related to user experience and system perfor-
mance. These trade-offs in wireless networks were explicitly
explained in [16], [55].
B. SURVEY ARTICLES ON CACHING
Caching has emerged as a paradigm shifting technology to
explore the in-network storage capability of the network-
ing nodes and improve QoE through low dissemination
latency [56]. In-network caching is used in information-
centric networks (ICN) [57]–[59] to serve user requests from
network nodes, which are located closer to the subscribers.
ICN is based on named content objects, and subscribers
send their requests as interest packets containing content
names [60]. The network itself finds themost suitable caching
node to serve the requests and maps content delivery routes.
A detailed description of the ICN operating procedure was
provided in [37], [59]–[61]. The authors in [38], [62] illus-
trated some ICN frameworks, related features, and described
key influencing factors for the prompt delivery of the cached
content. Ioannou et al. [37] not only investigated on-path
caching strategies, but also reviewed diverse forwarding tech-
niques in ICNs.
A comprehensive review of the cache management strate-
gies in ICN, including their advantages and limitations,
is illustrated in [61]. Lal et al. [63] summarized existing
research initiatives addressing efficient cache placement and
content placement techniques for ICNs. Qiao et al. [64]
presented an in-depth study of the upper-layer applications
and services in content centric networks (CCN). In addition,
ICN functionality and performance analysis were discussed
in [60].
On the other hand, probable security threats and pri-
vacy concerns for information centric networks (ICN) were
presented in [57], [65]. AbdAllah et al. [65] studied pri-
vacy, integrity, and confidentiality requirements of the ICNs.
Tourani et al. [57] also identified probable access control
measures to allocate stringent security services.
Arshad et al. [66] explained the prospects of incor-
porating ICN features into IoT applications. Furthermore,
Nour et al. [67] presented existing efforts and identified ICN
as a key enabling technology for communications in IoT
systems.
Exploiting caching in mobile networks also showed
remarkable performance improvement [2], [22], [68]
Wang et al. [22] reviewed the existing strategies on mobile
edge networks. They also analyzed the cooperative role of
communication, caching, and computing at the network edge.
Yao et al. [68] summarized different studies on mobile edge
caching and addressed associated technical challenges.
Wireless caching techniques for diverse cellular networks
were reviewed in [34]. The study compared different caching
algorithms based on mathematical tools, performance met-
rics, and network types. For IoT systems, a detailed study
on the existing edge caching techniques in radio access net-
works (RAN) was provided in [69].
Parvez et al. [70] studied probable solutions to achieve
real-time transmission in a 5G network. They summarized
the strategies to achieve low latency into three parts, which
are access network, core network, and caching solutions.
Prerna et al. [71] outlined existing D2D technologies for
content caching and sharing in 5G networks. The authors also
pointed out associated research challenges and limitations in
implementing D2D caching.
The integration of information-centric features into mobile
networks creates opportunities for faster content download
and mobility support [52], [72]. In addition, the design
of an efficient information-centric mobile (ICM) system
and networking resource optimization were explicitly dis-
cussed in [59]. A detailed survey on the integration of
ICN networks with mobile edge computing (MEC) sys-
tems was provided in [72]. The authors also proposed
future research directions on ICN over MEC for IoT
applications.
Content popularity also plays a pivotal role in designing
an efficient caching technique [73], [74]. Goian et al. [75]
discussed the features of video files and summarized existing
techniques adopted in content caching for the prediction of
content popularity.
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Table 1 briefly summarizes the contributions of the afore-
mentioned survey articles.
C. NOVELTY OF THIS WORK
Caching has been established as an acceptable solution
for the design of an energy-efficient communication net-
work [24], [43]. However, the green aspects of caching and
associated challenges did not achieve significant attention in
the literature. Most of the existing survey papers analyzed
caching techniques from the perspectives of faster content
delivery and alleviating backhaul bottlenecks. To the best
of our knowledge, only Fang et al. [77] reviewed energy
related issues of a cache-equipped network. The authors
analyzed energy-efficiency related metrics, network design,
and resource management. However, the article was pub-
lished way back in 2015. Since then a number of modern
caching techniques have been introduced to optimize energy-
efficiency and system performance.
In this article, we summarize the recent advancements in
energy-aware network design and operation, including D2D
caching systems, IoT data caching, software defined network-
ing (SDN), and MEC technologies. In addition, these studies
analyse diverse techniques involving high resolution video
streaming, popular content selection, and social relationships
in communication networks. The role of caching has evolved
from wire-based networks to wireless networks. To address
this transformation, our proposed study also reviews recent
articles on heterogeneous networks (HetNets), cloud radio
access networks (C-RAN), and fog radio access networks (F-
RAN). Moreover, our study also highlights the utilization of
state-of-the-art technologies in next generation communica-
tion networks. These technologies include, deep reinforce-
ment learning, neural network, dynamic decision making
procedures, queuing theory, and heuristic approaches. The
existing survey on green caching [77] did not consider any of
these modern approaches. Moreover, the utilization of renew-
able energy in cache-equipped systems was overlooked in the
existing article [77], which we have included in this study.
Future research challenges and their prospective solutions are
also outlined to overcome these technical concerns.
III. AN OVERVIEW OF CACHING
The use of caching units was first introduced in the central
processing unit (CPU) of the computers [69]. This cache
worked as a memory unit to store frequently accessed data
by the CPU. The process remarkably improved data rate
and reduced delay. Web caching strategies, based on content
recentness and frequency, also achieved significant perfor-
mance gain [78].
Currently, this concept of caching is explored in the field
of communication networks [34], [61]. Fig. 2a shows a
conventional host-based network, which delivers content to
subscribers’ from the network server. Therefore, the content
travels a long-distance through the core network. On the other
hand, Fig. 2b presents a cache-equipped network. In this
configuration, if the requested content is cached at the core
node, subscribers can download from that. Therefore, the
content delivery distance shortens, which reduces not only
content delivery latency but also core network traffic.
Caching mainly investigates three key aspects: cache stor-
age allocation, popular content selection, and caching strate-
gies [39], [59], [69]. These points are briefly discussed as
follows:
A. CACHE STORAGE PLACEMENT
The caching units can be placed at any of the network nodes
based on their position and allocated resources. However, this
placement varies in wired and wireless networks.
An ICN is regarded as the most widely accepted cache-
equipped wired network and caches content at the interme-
diate routers [6], [61]. Fig. 3 presents a detailed overview of
caching in an ICN, which explores receiver-driven policy for
efficient content download. Every node in the network main-
tains communication using interest packets and data packets.
Subscribers send their interest packets to the connected ICN
routers [57]. An interest packet contains content name and
searches content store (CS). If the packet matches to the
stored content, the node serves request in the reverse path.
Otherwise, the pending interest table (PIT) records the packet
and forwards to the other nodes. In this process, a forwarding
information base (FIB) table is utilized to find the next node
for interest transmission, where every node checks the CS [6],
[61]. If any of the CS contains the same interest packet, data
packet uses the reversed path to serve user requests. When
none of these intermediate nodes contains the interest packet,
content server serves the request. If there is empty spaces
in the cache storage units, the intermediate nodes cache the
requested content. Later, the cached content is utilized to
provide faster content delivery to other subscribers [57].
In caching, the in-network storage capability of the routers
is exploited to provide a robust connection and improved
QoE through low dissemination latency. In-network caching
can be categorized into off-path caching and on-path
caching [6], [37].
In off-path caching, caches work as an auxiliary informa-
tion publisher and contents are replicated within the network
without considering the delivery path [6]. The main goal of
off-path caching is to make content objects available at the
edge nodes for long-term access. Off-path caching requires
sufficient prior knowledge and the decision is taken on the
basis of optimization techniques [37].
Conversely, on-path caching is an opportunistic tech-
nique which caches content when it moves from the source
through the delivery path [6]. It maintains a strict for-
warding mechanism but requires minimum prior knowl-
edge. This dynamic strategy is suitable for short-term
caching and mostly depends on low-complexity online
algorithms [37].
Caching in cellular networks also achieves remarkable
performance gain [39]. In a wireless cellular network, the
cache storage can be placed either at the evolved packet core
or at the access network [30], [39]. Caching units can also
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TABLE 1. Summary of the related survey articles.
be placed at the subscribers’ devices [79]. In addition, the
placement of caching units at the network core can decrease
up to two-thirds of the data traffic [22]. Caching content at
base stations (BSs) provides an opportunity to address user
requests locally within the coverage area [33], [56]. When a
mobile user sends a request to the connected BS, the edge
server connected to the BS detects whether the content is
cached or not. The domain name system (DNS) enables the
user to download content from the closest BS that caches the
content [14], [80].
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FIGURE 2. (a) A conventional host-based network. (b) A cache-equipped network.
FIGURE 3. Caching in an ICN.
In HetNet, the deployment of cache storages at the
small cell BSs (SBS) brings content closer to the sub-
scribers [41], [81]. Therefore, network data rates improve
and content delivery latencies reduce. On the other hand,
the D2D caching technique exploits the storage capacity of
the user devices [71], [82]. The users have the option to
store already downloaded content in their devices and utilize
them later to serve adjacent users. D2D caching has been
proven as an efficient offloading scheme to release network
resources [71], [83].
In a cellular network with D2D caching capability,
users first check the requested content at the nearby user
devices [71], [84]. The device immediately serves the request
if the content is cached. Otherwise, the content request is
passed to the SBS. Again, the search is conducted at the
SBS, macro BS (MBS), and the core network, respectively.
If any of these entities cache the content, the request is not
transferred to the upper level, and the caching node delivers
the requested content [41], [84]. The content caching frame-
work for a HetNet is illustrated in Fig. 4. Successful content
FIGURE 4. Caching in a HetNet.
delivery from the SBSs andMBSs significantly reduces back-
haul traffic and alleviates bottleneck [43], [70].
Cooperative caching has also been utilized in commu-
nication networks with spectrum sharing capabilities [85],
[86]. In this type of networks, secondary BSs cached popular
content objects to serve the requests received at the primary
BS. During content transmission from secondary BSs, if the
primary users are given priority compared to secondary users
then perceived delay can be reduced [85]. Furthermore, for a
cognitive network, the satisfaction rate of secondary requests
can be maximized by utilizing cache-split method and sec-
ondary user partitioning [86].
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B. POPULAR CONTENT SELECTION
Usually most of the user requests are for a small number of
popular content objects. According to a recent study, 83% of
the total requests for Facebook videos originate from only
1% of the uploaded content [87]. Therefore, the identifica-
tion as well as the placement of popular content objects in
close proximity to the users is crucial to achieve maximum
performance gain.
Content popularity is defined in terms of the number of
requests for a specific content with respect to the total num-
ber of requests for all the files [68], [88]. The popularity
changes over time and is difficult to predict accurately [75].
Furthermore, content providers and subscribers add new
content every minute to the Internet [89]. Spatial disparity
in content popularity is also crucial for efficient caching.
This is because a limited number of caching resources are
deployed in the coverage area, and subscribers exhibit similar
interest [75]. After certain time, the popularity of previously
cached content shows a declining trend, and other content
objects become popular. Multimedia videos show constant
popularity for a week whereas short-form videos remain pop-
ular for only few hours [35], [80]. Therefore, the eviction and
the replacement of less popular files with currently popular
files are crucial.
Video files usually come with bigger data sizes compared
to documents and images [14], [90]. The requirement of
higher data rates and resolutions makes the situation even
more critical [68]. Generally, static popularity is modeled
using an independent Poisson process according to power
law [91]. In a number of studies [30], [88], [92], the popu-
larity of video content is modeled as a Zipf distribution, char-
acterized by a number of content objects and the skewness
parameter.
User preference for a specific content and social relation-
ship also influence the popularity [5], [73]. A learning-based
method [93] explored instantaneous content requests and
estimated content popularity to improve cache performance.
Previously cached content can also be exploited in evaluating
content request probability [94].
For content with dynamic popularity, the shot noise
model (SNM) is a good option [95]. This model depends on
the life span and the instantaneous popularity of the requested
content [22], [95]. In addition, dynamic popularity-based
caching models consider multiple factors to evaluate content
popularity. These factors include delivery distance, cache
capacity, node centrality, and so on [74], [96].
Currently, big data analytics and machine learning tech-
niques are widely used to evaluate content popularity [32],
[97]. In cooperative strategies, caching nodes also consider
the popularity of the cached contents at the neighboring
nodes [2], [5], [9]. Smart traffic management, temperature
monitoring, and industrial automation applications require
frequent content update for seamless operations. Therefore,
content update strategy also plays a pivotal role along with
popularity in IoT content caching [66].
C. CACHING STRATEGIES
The storage capacity of the caching units is limited, and it is
impractical to cache all the popular content in a caching node.
Therefore, the smart utilization of networking and caching
resources is a prerequisite to improve system performance.
Caching strategies can be categorized into uncoded tech-
niques [98]–[100] and coded techniques [101]–[103] based
on the stored content type. In the uncoded technique, the
whole file or a fractional portion of the file is stored in the
caching node. On the other hand, the coded technique divides
every content object into multiple segments and utilizes cod-
ing methods to store the content [34]. Although a coding
process causes some overheads, it saves cache spaces [104].
The controlling procedure of the caching units can be either
centralized or distributed. In a centralized process, all the
caching nodes are controlled by a central entity, which gathers
required information and instructs the nodes to cache and
serve specific content [105]–[107]. In a distributed technique,
the networking nodes identify the most suitable content for
caching and serve user requests locally [45], [108]. Central-
ized strategy reduces caching redundancy and ensures global
optimal solution whereas distributed strategy reduces system
complexity.
The content objects are cached in both reactive and proac-
tive manner [80]. In reactive caching, the caching decision
is executed after the arrival of the content requests. This
technique is more suitable for caching during peak hours
when the intermediate nodes in the content delivery path
stores the file. Proactive caching estimates content popularity
exploiting user behavior and request patterns [35], [45]. Then
the popular content objects are stored before the request
arrivals, usually in the off-peak hours.
As mentioned earlier, content popularity changes over time
and previously cached files are replaced by newly popular
content objects [73], [75], [80]. Therefore, cache replace-
ment strategies are also important for efficient system design.
Recent request patterns and the frequency of requests are the
key factors in cache replacement techniques.
The first in first out (FIFO) technique is the simplest
method in which, the oldest content is replaced by the
most recently requested content [109]. This technique often
replaces popular content and causes cache redundancy. The
least recently used (LRU) technique eliminates the oldest
content in terms of content request by the most recently
requested content [110], [111]. A least frequently used (LFU)
technique replaces the content which has received mini-
mum number of requests within a certain time [111], [112].
These two techniques are most popular and widely deployed
in communication networks. The time aware least recently
used (TLRU) and the least frequent recently used (LFRU)
strategies are designed combining the features of these tech-
niques [109]. TLRU counts the requests for a content object
within stipulated time span and caches the item with more
requests [10], [109]. If the cache is full, it utilizes LRU
technique [61]. In LFRU, the cache space is partitioned into
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FIGURE 5. Classification of diverse caching strategies.
two parts. The privileged part adopts LRU strategy for content
objects with dynamic popularity. In contrast, the unprivileged
part gathers request history of the content for a limited time
period and sets a benchmark for content replacement based
on number of requests [10].
Fig. 5 illustrates a detailed summary of the classification
of diverse caching strategies based on different features of
the operational procedures.
IV. ENERGY-AWARE PLANNING AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
In this section, we discuss the energy-aware allocation of
caching units and resources in a communication network.
A. NETWORK PLANNING AND CACHING NODE
SELECTION
A network comprises hundreds of nodes, and their geograph-
ical positions have a significant influence on network perfor-
mance [36]. Compared to the hardly accessed nodes, caching
popular content at a node, which is frequently accessed by
the subscribers, is much more beneficial to offload network
traffic. Therefore, the selection of the most suitable caching
nodes is crucial for efficient network design.
Kitsuwan et al. [113] showed that the position of caching
units in a CCN has a direct influence on the number of hops.
They developed a betweenness-centrality based technique to
optimally determine the cache node positions and minimized
overall hop counts. The number of hop counts is directly
proportional to the required transmission energy. Thus, the
study achieved significant reduction in energy consumption.
From the user perspective, the best location for cache
placement was selected in [114]. The introduced technique
estimated the distance from the node to the users and placed
caching units considering minimum energy requirements.
Another study [115] utilized Poisson point process and Pois-
son hole process to model the positions of the BSs and
caching nodes. The collaborative strategy not only reduced
power consumption but also improved spectral efficiency.
In [36], the authors considered node importance and
content popularity for energy-efficient in-network caching.
They optimized cache node placement and introduced a
neighborhood-based cache replacement policy. The study
achieved both energy savings and higher cache hit rate. In a
CCN, another energy-efficient technique [116], which con-
sidered QoS requirement, optimally allocated caching nodes
and delivered requested content objects.
Cluster-based selection of the caching nodes also reduces
overall energy requirements [117], [118]. A framework for
MEC clustering and cache space allotment was introduced
in [2]. The collaborative approach partitioned the cache space
into three logical groups and optimized storage allocation.
For aHetNet, another clustering frameworkwas developed by
Hajri et al. [117]. The proposed strategy optimally activated
SBSs and allocated them to different clusters. In [118], the
authors clustered a number of SBSs in an ultra-dense net-
work (UDN) and exploited user mobility to reduce energy
consumption.
In [119], a three-layer framework was designed to exploit
temporal and spatial properties of wireless nodemobility. The
proposed model optimally selected edge clusters and proac-
tively cached data at the edge servers. Another clustering
technique [51] was proposed to reduce energy consumption
and improve QoS of a C-RAN. The technique cached content
in the local cluster and efficiently designed remote radio
head (RRH) association.
For network planning, a number of novel strategies
were also developed to achieve energy savings [120]–[122].
An energy-aware strategy introduced a set of cloudlets
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as an intermediate layer in between the users and cloud
servers [120]. These cloudlets cached offloading-data and
executed user tasks to reduce energy consumption. The
authors in [121] designed communication links for both
edge and fronthaul connections to achieve energy savings in
a C-RAN.
For the efficient allotment of cache storage units in 5G net-
works, Jia et al. [122] explored network slicing and increased
overall revenue of the infrastructure providers. In addition,
the authors in [123] utilizedmoving vehicles as caching nodes
and exploited user mobility to reduce energy consumption of
a CCN.
B. ENERGY-EFFICIENT RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The energy-aware allocation of the networking resources
also achieved significant attention in the designing of
caching strategies [42], [124]–[126]. Huo et al. [124]
explored the impact of the joint utilization of networking,
caching, and computing techniques on the energy-saving
rate and average-delay experience of network subscribers.
Chen et al. [42] utilized SDN for the allocation of computing,
caching, and networking resources in an energy-efficient
manner. In addition, an information-centric architecture
explored SDN and artificial intelligence for efficient resource
allocation in IoT networks [27]. Another resource allocation
strategy combined computing, caching, and communication
for a F-RAN [46]. The proposed method optimized tolerant
delay subject to energy requirements.
In [52], a caching architecture was designed to incorporate
information-centric features into a 5G network. The study
investigated the trade-off in energy consumption for content
storage and transmission. Another strategy [1] optimized
user QoE, cache allocation, and transmission rate for green
resource allocation and content delivery.
In [125], transmission power, bandwidth, and caching
resourceswere optimally allocated in a F-RAN. The proposed
technique explored the economic perspectives of energy-
aware caching and resource allocation. Similarly, Yin et
al. [126] jointly optimized resource assignment, caching, and
user connection to achieve energy savings.
Cheng et al. [128] optimally allocated transmission power
to the subscribers and achieved not only maximum user sat-
isfaction but also minimum outage probability. A context-
aware technique selected user-BS pairs and allotted trans-
mission power considering the limitations in backhaul and
caching capability. In [130], a wireless-ICN architecture was
introduced for dynamic power allocation at the network nodes
based on network traffic and content popularity. This strategy
also served requests from the network edge and reduced not
only traffic load but also energy consumption.
For a two-tier HetNet, a caching resource and spectrum
allocation scheme was proposed to determine the optimal
SBS density and improve energy efficiency [131]. Another
strategy optimally allocated constrained spectrum and stor-
age resources at the cache-quipped BSs to minimize energy
consumption [132]. A centralized framework for MEC and
caching was proposed in [133], which jointly optimized com-
putation and spectrum resources to reduce the overall latency
of the system.
D2D-assisted systems also explored energy-efficient
approaches [134], [135], [137]. In [134], a 3-tierMEC system
was developed for optimal resource allocation and traffic
offloading. The proposed model cached content not only
at the BSs but also in user devices. Another study [135]
optimally allocated downlink resources of a D2D-assisted
caching system for simultaneous content distribution from
the BSs and nearby users. In addition, a D2D-assisted edge
caching strategy was designed for IoT systems. The novel
tecnique not only reduced transmission energy consumption,
but also offloaded traffic to SBSs and user devices [136].
Another framework optimally allotted transmission power
and activated D2D links in a single-hop D2D network [137].
Virtual resource allocation in cache-equipped networks
was studied in [138], [139]. Zhou et al. [138] developed an
information-centric framework for a HetNet, which jointly
optimized virtualization, computing, and caching. Moreover,
Tan et al. [139] investigated both power control and user
association for heterogeneous services. The study optimally
allocated caching and computing resources for substantial
performance gain. These studies considered energy consump-
tion as one of the components for cost function while calcu-
lating overall revenue.
Table 2 summarizes the above mentioned studies related to
energy-aware network planning and resource allocation for
caching systems.
V. OPTIMAL CONTENT PLACEMENT AND RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
In cache-equipped networks, the introduction of optimal
resource management and content placement strategies
exhibits significant potential in reducing energy require-
ments. A flurry of research [3], [43], [140]–[146] has already
developed diverse green techniques for content management
and energy savings.
A. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING OF CACHING NODES
Optimal scheduling and the activation of caching nodes
enable network operators to switch off redundant resources
subject to user demand [24], [44], [147], [148]. In [149],
the authors switched off some of the content routers and
connected links of a CCN. This study reduced the energy cost
while guaranteeing QoS requirements.
For a HetNet, Xie et al. [44] jointly optimized BS acti-
vation and caching to achieve maximum energy savings.
Another proactive and energy-efficient caching scheme [147]
cooperatively activated required SBSs and cached popular
items accordingly. Optimal activation and the placement of
caching nodes at different geographical segments of a net-
work was investigated in [148]. For video files, the authors
developed a content forwarding strategy, which considered
both static and dynamic network load, to reduce energy con-
sumption.
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TABLE 2. Summary of the literature review on energy-aware planning and resource allocation.
Zhang et al. [3] investigated optimal cache alloca-
tion and transmission scheduling of a social-aware D2D
network. A deep reinforcement learning (DRL) method
also analyzed C-RAN mode and D2D mode for user
device communication in [150]. In this study, the con-
troller intelligently decided the operating mode and
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on-off state of the processors to minimize transmission
power.
To maximize energy efficiency and spectral efficiency,
a caching strategy [140] activated RRHs and connected
users. The proposed approach also explored unicasting and
multicasting process for content delivery subject to con-
strained transmission power and data rate.Moreover, in [151],
a caching technique was designed for CCN to achieve
substantial gain in energy savings without violating delay
requirements. To utilize limited caching and computing
resources, Yang et al. [152] minimized content-transmission
latency subject to constrained energy consumption.
B. GREEN CACHING TECHNIQUES FOR CONTENT
PLACEMENT
The optimal allocation of popular content objects at the
caching nodes significantly reduces energy costs [153]–[155].
Fang et al. [141] introduced a distributed caching strategy for
content placement and replacement in a CCN. They utilized
game theoretic approach and achieved substantial energy
savings.
A content allocation, caching, and replacement tech-
nique utilized big data analytics to evaluate energy cost of
a 5G-RAN [153]. For energy-efficient network operation,
another strategy, involving content caching and replacement
at the mobile edge, was developed in [156].
Xu et al. [154] designed a three-layer framework to reduce
energy consumption and latency in a HetNet. The frame-
work investigated both content allocation problem and cache
replacement technique for tactile Internet services. Another
energy-efficient caching strategy optimized content alloca-
tion and access in a content-centric 5G network by exploiting
D2D communication and content popularity [155].
In [157], the authors developed a collaborative strategy to
cache content at the SBSs and MBSs of a HetNet. Another
collaborative approach [158] optimally cached content at
the core network and BSs. Both these studies substantially
reduced energy costs.
Dynamic content popularity also plays a crucial rule in
content replacement and reducing energy consumption [75].
For dynamic content popularity, the authors in [142] opti-
mized cache size and hit-rate. The study also investigated
the tradeoffs between cache size and energy requirements.
In addition, an online caching strategy considered dynamic
content popularity for content placement and exploited DRL
to improve energy efficiency [159]. Another reinforcement-
learning (RL) technique proactively cached and replaced con-
tent at the BSs considering dynamic content inclusion and
user behavior [160].
In [161], neural network and DRL technique were utilized
to design energy-aware optimum content allocation and for-
warding for a network with D2D caching capability. The
authors in [162] optimized transmission zone for content
delivery and minimized energy consumption. The proposed
architecture utilized multicasting for optimal D2D commu-
nication and power allocation. For a content distribution
network, a multi-layer caching technique with D2D commu-
nication and wireless backhaul was developed in [163].
Coding based techniques can also reduce the energy
demand of a network. Gabry et al. [13] introduced
a maximum-distance separable encoding technique and
achieved further energy efficiency compared to conventional
content fragmentation approach. In [164], scalable coding
based approach was explored in designing an energy-efficient
caching technique for VoD services in HetNets.
C. ENERGY-AWARE CACHING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Intelligent management of caching resources is important for
the improvement of improve network performance without
exceding energy budget. In [43], the authors showed that
a number of factors play key roles in achieving maximum
energy efficiency for BS caching. They optimally designed
cache capacity of a BS in a HetNet. The proposed model
considered backhaul capacity, BS density, content popularity,
power consumption of caching units, and interference level.
In a HetNet, caching popular content objects and serving
identical content requests, which are generated within a small
time difference, using multicast approach can significantly
reduce energy demand [165], [166]. A randomized-rounding
approach in [165] optimally allocated caching space and
scheduled multicast transmission based on energy consump-
tion and constrained delay. In contrast to the optimal content
caching, Zhou et. al. [166] optimized content delivery using
multicast approach. They proposed a stochastic model on
the basis of MDP, and scheduled multicasting using a low-
complexity heuristic.
Another study [167] jointly investigated uncoordinated
placement and coded delivery techniques. Based on finite
content size, the proposed model cached content at the
mobile devices and achieved lower bound of the required
content length exploiting optimal multicast transmissions.
In addition, an iterative method was introduced for multi-
cast scheduling technique [168]. The backhaul-aware model
optimally allocated caching resources and minimized content
fetching costs.
D2D caching enables BSs to offload traffic to the con-
nected devices and reduce network congestion [169]. How-
ever, the mobile subscribers hesitate to participate in D2D
caching because of limited battery capacity and incurred
energy consumption [170], [171]. Therefore, in recent stud-
ies [169]–[172], incentive designs for the participatingmobile
users have been introduced.
In [169], a Stackelberg game-based incentive scheme
rewarded the participating devices and minimized costs at the
BSs. On the other hand, the goal of these participating devices
was to achieve maximum utility. This conflicting approach
was resolved by utilizing an iterative mechanism, and the BS
achieved substantial cost reduction. Another dynamic strat-
egy [170] exploited MDP and designed incentives not only
for diverse network statuses but also for successful deliveries.
A recent study [171] has utilized stochastic geometry along
with a Stackelberg game to reach the equilibrium between
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the network operators and participating users. The proposed
scheme maximized profits of both entities and allocated
caching resources and incentives using a low-complexity
algorithm.
Wang et al. [172] developed an incentive scheme com-
bining D2D caching, user cooperation, and edge resource
utilization. The study considered both uncoded and coded
caching policies for energy consumption minimization and
the fulfillment of QoS requirements. On the other hand, a col-
laborative technique [173] exploited storage capacity and
the participation willingness of connected devices to achieve
energy savings. Yi et. al. [174] reduced signaling heartbeat
overheads and energy demand using a D2D system. In this
model, the voluntary devices gathered signals from nearby
devices and transmitted the aggregated signal to the BSs. In a
sensor network, Zafari et al. [175] optimally compressed data
and allocated content. The study reduced energy consumption
without degrading quality-of-information.
To support transcoded VoD services, Xie et al. [176] devel-
oped an energy-efficient caching technique and addressed
user requests dynamically in a 5G-MEC system. Moreover,
a DRLmethod [143] investigated adaption and transcoding of
video streaming services in a cache-enabled mobile network.
The proposed method utilized SDN and jointly optimized
bothQoE and energy. Zhu et al. [177] developed another DRL
based policy for IoT content caching. They also investigated
the trade-off between content freshness and associated con-
tent fetching cost.
Some of the existing studies [145], [178]–[181] exploited
diverse networking features and reduced the energy costs of
cache-equipped systems. In [178], the authors incorporated
SDN and divided user plane and control plane in a Het-
Net. The study investigated the impacts of SBSs density on
caching and evaluated energy efficiency, coverage probabil-
ity, and throughput. In addition, a user-centric protocol was
also designed tomaximize traffic offloading gain and regulate
power consumption based on content delivery distance of a
cellular network [179]. For a hierarchical content delivery
network (CDN), Bianco et al. [180] proposed an energy
consumption model and illustrated the impact of network
topology and server synchronization on energy consumption.
An offline technique [181] optimized both caching and data
rate to reduce the offline circuit power of a HetNet. For indus-
trial IoT systems, Duan et al. [145] partitioned the storage
space of the BSs for proactive and reactive caching. They
achieved substantial energy savings without degrading QoS.
Cached content objects at the network nodes gradually
become old, and the number of requests for these items
decreases sharply [182]. Hence, content freshness plays a
1pivotal role in caching, and cache nodes require timely
update to serve currently popular items. However, frequent
upgrade causes additional overheads [183]. To accommodate
the trade-off between data freshness and network perfor-
mance, the authors in [182] switched cache status based on
the load at the specific node. Banerjee and Biswash [183]
considered the associated signal overheads and designed a
mechanism to maintain the data freshness of an ICN. The
proposed model determined specific lifetime for different
content objects and cached content based on remaining life-
time.
IoT content objects are transient in nature and frequently
updated [184]. In addition, storage capacity of IoT devices is
limited, and IoT applications also have specific data freshness
requirements. However, these freshness requirements lead to
excessive energy demand. A recent study [185] has intro-
ducedAge of Information (AoI) as a representation of content
freshness and updated caching nodes using MDP for the
reduction of average cost. Moreover, to address the changing
user behavior and content popularity, a DRL approach has
been introduced for evolving caching resource management.
Yu et. al. [186] developed a crowd-sourcing framework to
collect photos from IoT and mobile devices for 3D model
generation. They introduced a pricing method based on con-
tent freshness, size, and resolution and dynamically chose
photos for the successful reconstruction of the model. The
selection of photos was decided considering target coverage
and associated cost.
An energy-efficient caching system [96] investigated the
dynamic movement of mobile nodes. The proposed tech-
nique reallocated content to another node when the device
was not within the coverage area of the old caching node.
Tan et al. [187] also introduced a mobility-aware framework
combining MEC and caching based on deep Q-learning. This
technique not only optimally allocated network resources
but also decreased overall system cost. Another study [188],
developed a location prediction method for user requests and
cached multimedia content at the network edge.
D. TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS IN GREEN CACHING SYSTEMS
Although caching at the network edge achieves substantial
energy savings, this technique can cause performance related
concerns and security threats. Therefore, some studies inves-
tigated associated trade-offs.
In [146], the authors jointly investigated channel state
information, backhaul load, and cache status for video trans-
mission. The study improved physical layer security and
minimized power consumption in a cellular network. Another
strategy [189] introduced the concept of trusted caching
nodes (TCNs), which stored IIoT contents and provided
surveillance facility for the communication links. The pro-
posed technique optimally placed TCNs and selected content
delivery routes based on energy demands and probable secu-
rity threats.
A packet update caching (PUC) technique studied energy-
aware and secure operation of the IoT systems [26]. On the
other hand, in [47], the authors exploited MEC and assigned
security services to the offloaded IoT tasks. The optimal
strategy analyzed trade-offs related to energy and security
concerns of these latency-critical tasks.
Content caching and distribution in presence of eaves-
droppers is investigated in [190], [191]. Zheng et al. [190]
maximized both secrecy energy efficiency and throughput
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considering content diversity and popularity.
Xiang et al. [191] explored multiple-input-multiple-output
content transport and scalable encoding of videos. They min-
imized associated transport energy and ensured QoS standard
and secure transmission.
Li et al. [49] investigated energy-delay trade-off by exploit-
ing cooperative caching and sleeping mechanism for SBSs.
Furthermore, Luo et al. [50] studied the trade-off between
delay and energy for cache-enabled MEC systems with con-
strained backhaul capacity.
Lee and Molisch [29] determined the cooperation distance
for a cellular network with D2D cooperation. To design an
optimal caching strategy, they studied the trade-offs between
energy savings and network throughput. In [48], the trade-off
between goodput and energy of a D2D-assisted HetNet was
also investigated by using markovian model.
E. GREEN TECHNIQUES COMBINING MOBILE EDGE
COMPUTING AND CACHING
The proliferation of latency-sensitive and resource-
constrained applications has heightened the requirements
of storing popular data items and faster data processing.
To address this demand, mobile cloud computing (MCC)
emerged as a promising solution [192]. In MCC, a mobile
device can offload requested tasks to the remote servers
and achieve faster task execution [192], [193]. Although the
introduction of cloud servers gained significant performance
improvement, the operation of these cloud data centers causes
excessive energy demand and high carbon footprint [120],
[194]. Therefore, the network operators and service provides
are investigating the prospect of renewable energy in pow-
ering up the cloud servers [194]. However, the intermittent
nature of renewable energy makes the process complicated.
In [194], the authors addressed diverse aspects and associated
challenges of renewable energy powered cloud servers. For
the cloud data centers, the study also suggested innovative
techniques to address unexpected energy demand and grid-
integrated renewable energy supply.
The design of energy-efficient cloud computing techniques
has also achieved significant attention. A stochastic optimiza-
tion based approach [193] introduced a transmission protocol
for energy-aware communication between the cloud servers
and user devices. The proposed strategy addressed the prob-
lems associated with unstable connectivity and fluctuating
bandwidths of wireless systems. This adaptive framework
addressed energy-delay trade-off and fetched popular content
to confront poor connectivity conditions.
In MEC, edge clouds/servers are deployed at the network
edge for the faster execution of computing tasks [2], [72].
MEC not only helps to overcome the limitations of user
equipment, but also improves user satisfaction [195]. An edge
cloud also provides an opportunity to cache popular content
objects and reduce redundant content transmission [47], [72].
The joint approach combining caching and MEC catego-
rizes computing tasks based on their popularity [47], [196].
First, the results of the most popular tasks are cached at the
edge nodes, and user requests are addressed immediately.
This technique does not require task computing for every
request. Second, the tasks with a decent popularity are exe-
cuted at the edge nodes. However, the edge clouds usually
cache the input data items of these tasks. Third, the edge cloud
caches neither the input data items nor the executed results of
the tasks with little popularity. In this process, the tasks are
executed at the edge on demand.
In [197], caching and computing resources were assigned
to delay-critical offloaded tasks from the perspective of
energy cost minimization. Tang et al. [144] also developed
a model for the migration and caching of offloaded tasks to
the edge servers. For a MEC system with constrained storage
and computation resources, Hao et al. [198] proposed a task
offloading and caching mechanism, which reduced energy
consumption at the user devices.
Service-specific model for the energy consumption of
communication networks was introduced in [199]. Addition-
ally, Huang et al. [200] proposed a caching and routing mech-
anism for the service flows of an edge computing framework
and reduced data transmission.
Although MEC reduces content transmission delay and
energy requirements, the limited storage and computing
capacity at the network edge calls for the smart utilization
of networking resources [54], [119]. In addition, the chang-
ing user demand influences the requirements for MEC and
caching services. The authors in [201] introduced an optimal
approach for the selection of access network and the alloca-
tion of delay-sensitive services at the network edge. The study
also addressed concerns over indirect user access, waiting
queue, and dynamic switching of MEC applications. The
proposed iterative algorithm achieved a near optimal solution
for the long-term optimization problem and reduced overall
delay.
In recent years, minority game (MG) has been intro-
duced not only for distributed resource allocation but
also for reducing associated signal overheads [202], [203].
Ranadheera et. al. [202] developed a MG-based strategy for
the offloading of computation-intensive tasks and proposed
a framework for mobile applications in future small cell
networks. The objective of this strategy was to improve
user satisfaction by ensuring optimum resource assignment
and achieving reduced volatility. In [203], the authors also
explored MG and reinforcement learning. To reduce the
energy requirements of edge clouds, the study designed
an optimal approach for the activation of these distributed
servers.
Apostolopoulos et. al. [195] also activated MEC servers
using both MG and distributed learning techniques. Instead
of maximizing the QoS, the proposed technique focused on
achieving QoS satisfaction. The proposed non-cooperative
game obtained efficient-satisfaction-equilibrium and deter-
mined the transmission power for connected IoT devices.
In a recent study [204], the theory of satisfaction games
has been utilized for surveillance systems equipped with
MEC capabilities. The novel technique also incorporated
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fully autonomous aerial systems, and satisfied the service
requirements of involved entities. According to the proposed
framework, by achieving satisfaction equilibrium, connected
entities fulfilled their individual QoS demand and reduced
overall energy consumption.
In [205], an auction strategy was developed to address
the emergency demand at the network edge. The online
method introduced split incentives for distributed workload
distribution based on market conditions. This dynamically
adapted technique also switched off edge clouds to achieve
energy cost reduction considering the acceptance level of
QoS degradation tolerance.
The authors in [206] quantified the impact of different tasks
and developed a machine-learning based framework for the
allocation of the most important tasks at the edge servers.
In Table 3, the state-of-the-art green resource management
and content placement techniques are briefly presented.
VI. UTILIZATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN
CACHE-EQUIPPED NETWORKS
To address the ever-increasing energy consumption and car-
bon emission of communication networks, powering up net-
work devices with green energy have become a prime consid-
eration [14], [45], [209].
A. CACHING RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND CONTENT
DELIVERY USING RENEWABLE ENERGY
Several studies [11], [209]–[211] have proven that traffic-
offloading at the green BSs not only improves energy effi-
ciency but also ensures faster content delivery. In this regard,
Zhou et al. [209] reduced the number of requests handled
by the MBSs. This green technique proactively pushed and
cached content based on the random arrival of green energy
and user requests. In [11], a coded caching technique was
proposed to offload multiple requests simultaneously from
the MBSs to the green energy-powered SBSs.
A green framework, which incorporated caching and har-
vested energy sharing among the SBSs, optimally allocated
network resources and minimized brown energy consump-
tion [208]. In addition, a user association mechanism [40]
reduced grid energy requirements for cache-equipped Het-
Nets. In the HetNets, SBSs utilized renewable energy and
optimally allocated network resources to the subscribers sub-
ject to limited backhaul and storage capacity.
Wu et al. [210] developed a coordinated approach for the
energy harvesting SBSs in a HetNet. By utilizing context-
aware caching and content delivery, these SBSs reduced the
burden on the MBSs and improved network coverage proba-
bility. Another cooperative technique [211] jointly exploited
intermittent green energy utilization and MEC. The pro-
posed model optimized both backhaul traffic and bit rate
for the dynamic adaptation of VoD services. Furthermore,
the authors in [212] developed a relay selection strategy and
optimized throughput of the links subject to harvested energy.
This cache-aided technology not only transmitted wireless
data, but also delivered power to the connected relays.
In [213], an energy-harvesting technology was utilized to
charge the IoT sensors and popular items were cached at
the connected gateways. The proposed model offered incen-
tives for the harvesting technology providers and optimized
both QoS and system utility. On the other hand, an optimal
strategy [14] exploited green energy and combined content
forwarding and caching to reduce the utilization of on-grid
energy.
B. ACTIVATION OF CACHING UNITS BASED ON
RENEWABLE ENERGY SUPPLY
Network traffic demand shows substantial variation during
different hours of a day [215], [216]. Therefore, the smart
scheduling of network resources considering green energy
supply has been proven as an effective strategy. This tech-
nique not only reduces energy requirements and operational
costs, but also ensures the optimal utilization of green energy.
In [215], self-sustaining SBS with wireless backhaul was
introduced as a roadside caching node to serve vehicular
traffic requests. The study also modeled traffic-steering on
the basis of temporal changes in network traffic and energy
arrival. Another study developed a traffic steering model
based on both temporal and spatial disparities in user requests
and green energy availability [216]. The proposed technique
proactively cached and pushed content for dynamic traffic
adaptation.
The authors in [214] studied the trade-off between on-
grid energy consumption and traffic delivery latency. For a
HetNet with limited backhaul capacity, this study utilized
hybrid energy supply and balanced the traffic load. For a
D2D network, Chen et al. [217] introduced the concept of
self-sustaining mobile helpers with caching capability. The
mobile helpers served requests of the nearby users subject to
battery status and achieved substantial reduction in energy
consumption. A joint optimization technique [218] com-
prised both sleep-active scheduling and caching. This optimal
approach activated BSs considering energy availability.
In [45], the authors introduced time as a management tool
and determined the optimum time for content caching. The
proposed model exploited solar energy to reduce not only
energy costs but also peak to average disparity of on-grid
energy consumption. Another strategy [24] scheduled and
activated caching nodes based on user demand and intermit-
tent solar energy supply. This green technique substantially
reduced the dependence on grid energy and maintained QoE
standards.
Table 4 summarizes the contributions and associated issues
related to the renewable energy powered cache-equipped net-
works.
VII. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR GREEN CONTENT
CACHING
This section briefly discusses major performance metrics uti-
lized in green caching schemes. Content allocation and deliv-
ery strategies evaluate network performance and associated
costs in terms of these metrics, which are utilized for caching
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TABLE 3. Summary of the literature review on optimal content placement and resource management for green content caching.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Summary of the literature review on optimal content placement and resource management for green content caching.
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TABLE 4. Summary of the literature review on utilization of renewable energy in cache-equipped communication networks.
decisionmaking. In this study, we categorize the performance
metrics as energy-related metrics, caching-related metrics,




In green caching systems, energy consumption is the most
widely utilized performance metric. It represents the energy
consumed by the whole system. In the existing studies [26],
[49]–[51], [118], [119], [144], [145], [153]–[158], [161],
[173], [176], [180], the authors utilized energy consumption
to compare the performance gain of the proposed caching
model with other systems. Wireless networks utilize a similar
metric named area power consumption [115], [139]. This
metric calculates the average power consumption of a net-
work in per unit area. On the other hand, for caching strate-
gies, energy savings are also evaluated as an indicator for
performance improvement [36], [44], [114], [219].
2) ON-GRID ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The on-grid energy consumption of a communication net-
work denotes the energy demand from the power grid.
Caching techniques utilizing renewable energy sources
mostly consider this metric [24], [45], [215], [216]. The
reduction in on-grid energy consumption portrays alleviated
electricity load, which helps to reduce the operational expen-
diture of the network. This term is also referred as brown
energy consumption [14].
3) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy efficiency is recognized as a prime indicator of 5G
networking systems [40], [48], [121], [131], [142], [154],
[159]. It denotes the achieved data rate over per unit energy
consumption. Caching nodes serve more requests from the
network edge and eliminate energy components related to
backhaul traffic. Furthermore, network traffic-aware caching
node activation also improves energy efficiency [148], [163].
This is because in peak hours the caching nodes utilize max-
imum content transmission capacity and in off-peak hours
they remain switched off [24].
4) ECONOMICAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Yan et al. [220] introduced the idea of economical energy effi-
ciency. It jointly considered system costs, energy efficiency,
and spectral efficiency. This parameter has also been utilized
for not only energy-aware network management, but also
network planning and deployment [125].
5) BS TRANSMIT POWER
BS transmit power represents the minimum power require-
ment to maintain the QoE and security standards in caching
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systems [146], [162], [191]. Degradation in QoE and security
has catastrophic consequences. Therefore, the operators can
not allow a lower BS transmit power compared to the thresh-
old value.
B. CACHING-RELATED METRICS
1) CACHE HIT RATIO
Cache hit ratio (CHR) is calculated as a ratio of the number of
requests served by the caching node over the total number of
content requests. To measure the effectiveness of a caching
system, a number of studies [36], [40], [153], [154], [161],
[173], [217]. utilized this metric. One of the major goals
of an efficient caching model is to achieve a higher CHR.
When CHR is higher, more requests are served locally, which
reduces both content delivery time and distance. Therefore,
energy demand is reduced, and backhaul pressure is allevi-
ated [52], [187].
2) HOP COUNTS
Hop counts are calculated as the number of intermediate
nodes in a content delivery path [36], [151], [180]. The funda-
mental concept of caching is to reduce content delivery path,
which eventually reduces hop content. This reduction is also
represented as a hop count ratio or a hop reduction ratio [130].
In these metrics, the hop count in a cache-equipped system is
compared with the hop counts in absence of caching. Number
of hop counts is directly proportional to the transmission
energy consumption [113]. Therefore, this metric has been
widely utilized in green caching.
3) COOPERATION DISTANCE
Cooperation distance is mainly utilized in D2D caching [29],
[137]. It represents the maximum allowable distance between
caching device and user device for successful content trans-
mission. Although a longer distance supports better coop-
eration, it has a negative impact on energy consumption
and frequency reuse. Therefore, some of the green caching
strategies optimized cooperation distance subject to energy
consumption [29], [137].
4) AVERAGE FRESHNESS
Data freshness expresses whether the data is up-to-date or
not [177]. Although frequently updated caching nodes store
recent data items, this process has higher communication
cost. On the other hand, fresh contents are crucial for caching
systems utilized in the industrial and health sectors. Average
freshness helps to adjust the balance between these two con-
flicting conditions.
5) SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY
This metric defines the probability that a cached content will
be successfully delivered from the caching node to the desig-
nated subscriber [162], [164]. Successful transmission prob-
ability significantly contributes in determining the acceptable
backhaul load and achieving expected QoE. In this purpose,




In a cache-equipped network, delay represents the total time
required in sending the content request to the serving node
and delivering the content [2], [46], [117], [152], [207], [219].
This term is also referred as latency [133], [154].
The prime objective of caching is faster content deliv-
ery. Therefore, content delivery delay has been considered
as a key criteria in a number of green caching strategies,
including caching node selection [119], resource alloca-
tion [124], [134], and network management [168], [173].
Furthermore, diverse latency-critical applications have spe-
cific delay requirements [47], [70], [197]. The utilization
of energy-efficient caching approaches in these applications
has substantial impact on the associated delay. As a result,
energy and delay have been jointly investigated in existing
literature [49], [50], [151].
2) NETWORK THROUGHPUT
On demand streaming of the video files and improved QoE
are key requirements for future generation networks [35],
[75], [89]. Therefore, throughput is crucial for effective net-
work design. Throughput defines the amount of network data
transmitted per unit time [77], [118], [154], [199]. For optimal
caching system design, average throughput achieved by every
subscriber is investigated along with energy and costs of a
network.
3) SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
Spectral efficiency (SE) is the amount of data rate that can
be achieved utilizing per unit bandwidth [115], [121], [139],
[140]. A higher SE is achieved when more users are served
by the network. Caching improves SE by serving more users
locally and alleviating backhaul traffic.
4) COVERAGE PROBABILITY
Coverage probability is a key metric from the user
perspective. It represents the probability that the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) will remain higher
compared to a benchmark value [178], [210], [217]. User
experience vastly depends on coverage probability because
it also represents the probability of obtaining satisfactory
service. Outage probability is reciprocal to the coverage prob-
ability and denotes the probability of achieving SINR level
below threshold [128], [131].
5) NETWORK TRAFFIC
Network traffic stands for the cumulative traffic flow through
all the links of a network. A well-designed caching strat-
egy substantially reduces traffic flow and reduces energy
demands [11], [96], [209]. Backhaul traffic is also evaluated
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The costs related to caching techniques represent both capital
expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEx) for
cache-equipped networks [1], [50], [134], [197]. Caching
and networking-resource deployment mainly contributes to
CapEx. On the other hand, energy cost, licensed spec-
trum fees, and content subscription charges constitute
OpEx.
2) REVENUE
Revenue denotes the earnings of a network operator or service
provider [122], [138]. The main source of revenue is the
charges paid by the clients to avail network services (e.g.,
Netflix, Industrial automation). Some of the service providers
earn from the advertisements in the user interface of different
applications (e.g., Youtube).
3) UTILITY/REWARD
A number of green caching strategies [40], [138], [172],
[213] have utilized the term utility, which mainly refers to
the difference between performance gain and energy cost.
In the literature, a similar term have also been defined as
reward [27], [143]. Game theoretic approaches find an equi-
librium for the caching systems when every entity tries to
achieve maximum utility.
4) OFFLOADING EFFICIENCY
Caching offloads backhaul traffic to the network edge [25],
[79]. Offloading efficiency is the percentage of the overall
traffic that has been offloaded to the caching node [133],
[179]. Higher offloading efficiency helps to overcome back-
haul congestion and resource scarcity.
5) EXECUTION/RUN TIME
Execution time is usually investigated for task caching [144],
[175], [197]. A joint strategy incorporating caching
and MEC not only caches data but also executes
offloaded tasks at the edge nodes. The required time
span for the execution of these offloaded tasks is
known as execution time. This metric mainly depends
on the task complexity and computation capacity of the
server [221].
6) SECURITY BREACH COST
In recent studies [47], [189], security breach cost
has been introduced to measure the probable loss for
caching data leakage. This metric has an important
role in investigating the trade-off between energy and
security.
Table 5 summarizes the performance metrics utilized in
different green caching strategies.
VIII. CACHING APPLICATIONS
The low-latency and high-data rate applications will consti-
tute a significant portion of the future network traffic [1],
[133], [154]. Caching has been widely accepted as a promis-
ing technology to overcome the limitations of existing host
based networks [11], [105]. This section discusses the major
applications where caching plays an instrumental role in
achieving maximum system output.
A. VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES
To ensure standard QoE, video streaming services aim to
achieve low latency and high data [30], [73], [222]. For
these services, edge caching has shown significant poten-
tial in maintaining expected QoE. In addition, to maximize
network performance, proactive caching strategies have pre-
dicted user behavior and have optimized caching resource
allocation [45], [148]. On the other hand, a number of caching
techniques [26], [146], [191] have been introduced to tackle
the energy and security related concerns of the video stream-
ing services.
B. VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATIONS
Virtual and augmented reality applications are anticipated
to have a life-changing influence on the network sub-
scribers [46], [223]. These applications gather data related to
users’ activity and require substantial computational and stor-
age capacity. Moreover, latency-critical and context-aware
data transmission are also primary concerns for these applica-
tions [224]. As a solution to these technical challenges, edge
caching provides an opportunity to store processed data and
transmit required content immediately.
C. VEHICULAR COMMUNICATION
Recent advancements in connected and autonomous vehicles
have been instrumental for the unprecedented network traffic
growth [123], [215]. Although cloud servers were utilized
for vehicular data processing, the system performance was
not satisfactory because of the long content transmission path
and associated costs. Mobility issues and the ever-increasing
number of smart vehicles worsen the situation. To overcome
these technical challenges and support latency-critical appli-
cations, road side units have been introduced [187], [225].
These units with caching and computing resources not only
gather data from hundreds of vehicles and connected sensors,
but also analyze them for vehicular traffic control, smart
parking, and safety services.
D. INDUSTRIAL IoT
Industry 4.0 services are expected to be vastly dependent on
industrial IoT applications and ubiquitous connectivity [119],
[189]. The IoT data for these applications require efficient
acquisition process, intelligent management and processing,
encrypted transmission, and energy-aware operation [145],
[189].
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TABLE 5. Summary of the performance metrics utilized in green caching techniques.
In edge caching techniques, edge servers store the fre-
quently accessed IoT data and transmit them upon user
requests [177]. However, unauthorized access at the edge
nodes can disrupt overall industrial operation. Therefore, the
adoption of stringent security protections and robust con-
trolling mechanisms are also critical for edge nodes of an
industrial IoT network. Furthermore, an edge node can also
serve as a gateway for low-latency and reliable connectivity
of the heterogeneous IoT entities.
E. HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS
The proliferation in wearable devices and wireless sensor
communications have introduced diverse smart healthcare
services [226], [227]. The wearable devices are capable
of monitoring physiological signals, which helps to assess
patient’s condition. Moreover, the emerging solutions are
anticipated to support mobile and real-time monitoring of
cricitcal patients. These solutions require high data rate, ded-
icated channel bandwidth, and faster data acquisition and
processing [228]. Therefore, enormous data will be generated
to ensure smooth and remote services irrespective of patient’s
address.
If these applications utilize caching, health data can be
stored at the edge nodes and redundant transmissions can be
avoided. In addition, caching also helps to improve service
availability, reduce communication overheads, and alleviate
network load.
F. SMART CITY APPLICATIONS
To fulfill the diverse requirements of modern lifestyle, smart
city has emerged as a key solution [219], [229]. The smart city
applications include smart energy utilization, supply chain
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management, eco-friendly waste disposal technique, online
education services, e-banking, and so on [229]. These appli-
cations are expected to transfer latency-sensitive and safety-
concern information to thousands of connected devices [230].
Cache-equipped systems can be exploited to address these
demands and reduce both traffic congestion and access
delay [219]. Moreover, caching can also address mobility,
scalability, and connectivity related concerns of a smart city.
G. OTHER APPLICATIONS
In addition, caching has been utilized in diverse real-life
applications. Smart home system has designed a centralized
framework for the operation of entertainment, lighting, air
conditioning, and security services in an apartment [23]. Fur-
thermore, intelligent transportation systems [231] and smart
grid operations [232] have exploited caching for optimal
system management.
IX. FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Although recent studies [13], [14], [117] have explicitly
investigated diverse caching strategies and have reduced
energy consumption, a number of open issues still remain to
be addressed.
A. SYNERGY BETWEEN CACHING AND MEC FOR IoT
APPLICATIONS
Edge servers provide both computation and caching resources
for traffic offloading and content forwarding [133], [198].
In future, these edge nodes will disseminate information not
only to the cellular phones but also to hundreds of connected
sensors and smart devices, which will form IoT network [47],
[72]. Different applications, running on these devices, require
a considerable share of both data storage and computing
resources to serve user demands. Some of these applications
require very precised data and latency standards. In addition,
content freshness requirements ask for frequent cache update.
Dynamic approaches involving deep reinforcement learning
and markov decision process can help in designing optimal
distribution and management policy for the edge servers.
Although some of the existing studies [47], [119], [138]
have studies this problem, still the designing of low com-
plexity resource allocation models combining both MEC and
caching for IoT systems require further investigations.
B. ADAPTIVE AND INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT OF
CACHING NODES
Next generation communication networks are expected to
handle thousands of applications and user requests [64], [68].
Cache-equipped network access nodes will store information,
which vary in terms of volume, value, data type, and complex-
ity. The intelligent strategies are expected to predict content
popularity, assess social relationship, and user mobility [5],
[73], [84], [233]. Therefore, edge nodes should cache and
update popular contents for faster content delivery. In future,
caching resource management techniques should incorporate
dynamic and intelligent techniques, which will automatically
address individual requirements of diverse services.
C. GREEN APPROACHES FOR SECURE D2D CACHING
Content popularity [75] and mobility prediction [123], [234]
are indispensable parts of caching strategies. Sometimes
these lead to the acquisition of confidential and sensitive
personal data. Furthermore, D2D caching is also prone to
unauthorized access to the devices and content breach [22],
[235]. Therefore, robust security protection is essential for the
caching nodes. However, energy requirements and transmis-
sion latency also increase with the strength of the security
services [47]. Hence, future efforts should investigate green
content caching strategies while ensuring expected security
protections and QoE.
D. GREEN CACHING FOR 5G APPLICATIONS
5G networks aim to support real-time systems and low-
latency services, including industrial automation, tactile
Internet, vehicular traffic management, and virtual reality
applications [17], [21], [70]. Existing host-based networks
are not suitable for the fulfilment of these requirements. ICN
networks with caching capability and heterogeneous inter-
faces are anticipated to meet the conditions of low-latency
and reduced bandwidth utilization [59], [67]. Furthermore,
the edge nodes can provide flexibility to the indus-
trial operation and control process subject to guaranteed
security [68], [69].
In future, adaptive bandwidth allocation and social-
relationship aware content transmission can support the
latency-critical 5G applications. To mitigate the challenge of
excessive energy requirements, dynamic network link forma-
tion is expected to allocate the under-utilized resources to the
active users and serve the require content. This method will
not only substantially reduce delay and energy consumption,
but also ensure optimal resource utilization.
E. INTEGRATION OF CACHING AND OTHER RECENT
TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT SYSTEM DESIGN
In recent years, a number of green approaches have been
introduced for next generation communication networks [4],
[54]. Among these approaches, caching has attained remark-
able attention of the research community [8], [34]. In an
integrated system, the utilization of caching and other modern
approaches can achieve further energy savings and improved
network performance. Some of these potential green solu-
tions are as follows.
1) SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING (SDN)
SDN introduces a logical and centralized controlling mecha-
nism for communication networks [124], [229]. In this pro-
cess, the control plane and the user plane are operated in a
separate manner. Exploiting centralized administration, SDN
provides an opportunity for dynamic adaptation of the chang-
ing network attributes [236].
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The integration of SDN along with caching can signifi-
cantly contribute to the optimal planning and management
of future networks. Moreover, the cumulative contribution of
these technologies can centrally control and monitor content
distribution at the network edges. Therefore, further improve-
ment can be achieved in energy savings, content transmission,
and content diversity.
2) NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION (NFV)
NFV technique decouples different networking services from
conventional hardware and utilize virtual machines to provide
same service using software [224], [237]. A server can oper-
ate multiple virtual machines and ensure optimal utilization
of resources. As a result, the deployment and configuration
process of these services become not only less time con-
suming but also efficient and cost-effective [237]. Even the
changes in user demands can be addressed instantly.
NFV and caching can be jointly utilized for the activation
of edge nodes considering user traffic demand. Therefore, the
system will be able to operate network resources optimally
and reduce carbon footprint of the network.
3) mmWave COMMUNICATION
For data transfer in future networks, mmWave commu-
nication is envisaged as a key technology [238]–[240].
This is because the originated narrow beam provides better
connectivity between the access nodes and the subscribers.
However, these connections have very small connectivity
duration, which cause repeated handoffs for moving sub-
scribers. Furthermore, mmWave communication has high
sensitivity [239], which often leads to pathloss because of the
random changes in the communication channel.
To overcome these shortcomings, optimal and energy-
efficient content allocation method can be introduced for
cache-equipped mmWave communication [238].
Qiao et al. [241] have already utilized caching at the small
cells to serve the handoff-subscribers using mmWave spec-
trum. Future studies should address the energy consumption
issues and reduce content redundancy in such systems.
X. CONCLUSION
This article presented a comprehensive survey and literature
review on the state-of-the-art research efforts related to green
content caching. Initially, we categorically analyzed existing
survey articles on caching and green communications. On the
basis of the analysis, we identified the research gaps, and
discussed the importance of a survey article on the energy
aspects of existing caching technologies. Caching-related
major considerations, including caching storage allocation,
popular content selection, and caching policy design were
also explicitly explained.
The strategies for green content caching were subdivided
based on resource allocation, resource management, and
renewable energy utilization. A detailed review on these
subdivisions highlighted major contributions, associated net-
work types, performance metrics, and solution methods of
individual studies. This article also discussed the advance-
ments and utilization of caching technologies in next gen-
eration communication networks. However, green caching
solutions still confront different challenges while maintain-
ing the balance between network performance and energy
consumption. These challenges and future research directions
were also precisely identified for optimal caching strategy
design.
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